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It is often useful to be able to treat all the digits of a signed word 

in a binary computer as having positive weight: an additional factor of 

two in the allowed range of some numbers may be sufficient to permit the 

solution of problems not easily handled otherwise, or the natural represent-

ation of certain types of data may take this form. It is usually found that 

addition and subtraction of such quantities is straightforward, while multi-

plication and division a.ppear to be difficult. An approach sometimes 

taken in such situations is to find an indirect way to perform the desired 

processing, perhaps at the cost of wasting one or more bits per word; how-

ever, if the operands find their natural representation to be such that 

there are no insignificant bits in a word, such schemes can become lengthy 

and awkward. It is the purpose of this note to describe methods for per-

forming multiplication and division directly with such "logical" quantities 

on machines with two's complement binary arithmetic, so that no recoding 

of the data is required. This may permit more efficient programming of al-

gorithms for performing processing such as multiple precision arithmetic 

[lJ, binary-to-decimal conversion, or nunilier-theoretic calculations. 

In general, the algorithms require only that the machine's computed 

product of two N-bit operands contain 2N significant bits. On computers 

where the product contains 2N-l bits, a simplified form of the algoritmns 

may be used Ttlhich allovls the product of unsigned N-bit and (N-l) -bit operands 

to be calculated, as >oJ'ell as the calculation of an unsigned N-bit quotient 

from a (2N-l)-bit dividend and an unsigned (N-l)-bit divisor. 
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I. Two's Complement Representation 

Suppose we are working with a machine with registers of length N binary 

digits) and take 
N 

M = 2 • Then the logical or unsigned representation of 

a number X requires that X satisfy 

o ~ X ·~M-l. (1) 

The two's complement) or arithmetic representation ofa signed number x with 

the same bit pattern which lies in the range o ~ x ~ ~M-l is either 

x = X (x > 0), (2) 

or the representation of a negative number x in the range 1M~ x S -1 is 

x = X-M (x < 0). 

To summarize the above) we can say that the logical quantity X satisfying 

(1) corresponding to an arithmetic quantity x satisfying ~M ~ x ~ ~M-l is 

X = (x + M) (modulo M). (4 ) 

In a computer with two's complement binary arithmetic) the sign bit 

of a number is treated as an ordinary numeric digit during addition and 

subtraction. Thus) in manipulating numbers in their logical representa-

tion) it is only necessary to note the presence or absence of a carry out 

of the most significant digit position during addition and subtraction. 

In the discussions which follow) we will use the term overflow to mean that 

a carry has occurred during addition) and underflow to mean that no carry 

has occurred during subtraction: the implication of each is that the 

treat~ent of the next higher-order arithmetic term (if any) must include 

respectively a carry or borrow of 1 in the least significant digit. 

II. Multiplication 

The multiply instruction on must computers yields an arithmetic product: 

that is) the multiplier and multiplicand are treated as signed operands. 
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If a logical product is required, sane adjustments to the computed product 

may be required. 

Let X and Y be two logical integers and let x and y be their 

c-6rr~sponding arithmetic values. Then if x*y denotes the machine oper-

ation of multiplication of the two arithmetic operands x and y, and 

X X Y denotes the logical product of X and YJ 

a) if x ~ 0, y ~ 0, 

X X Y = x*y; 

b) if x < 0, y~ 0, 

X X Y = (M+x)*y = My + x-*y (modulo if); . (6) 

c) if x ~ 0, y < 0, 

X X Y = x*(M+y) = Mx + x*y (modulo if); (7) 

d) if x < 0, y < 0, 

X X Y = (M+x)*(M+y) = Mx + My + x*y (modulo ~). (8) 

Since the product x*y is developed in a double-length register pair of 

2N bits, the logical product is formed simply by adding the appropriate 

terms to the high-order register of the pair, as indicated in the flo"T 

diagram in Figure 1. It can be seen that if one of the operands is kno"m 

always to have a non-negative arithmetic representation (for example, the 

multiplier P satisfies 0 ~ P ~ ~M-l), then the s:lgn of the product itself 

can be tested; if it is negative, add P and the logical product is com

plete. This can lead to occasional simplifications in the code required 

for forming the product. If the machine's computed product is 2N-l bits 

long, this is the only case that can be handled. 

III. Division 

The problem of logical division is more complicated, because the re

lationship given in equation (4) between the logical and arithmetic represent-
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ations cannot be exploited as in the case of mUltiplication. A quotient 

of N binary digits must be formed, whereas the usual machine ~peration ~f 

division produces a quotient of N-I digits plus sign. 

We will suppose that we are given a double-length logical DIVIDEND and 

a single-length logical DIVISOR, and wish to find the logical quotient 

QUOT and logical remainder REM which satisfy 

DIVIDEND = (QUill) x (DIVISOR) + REM, 

o ::: REM ~ DIVISOR - 1. 

If it is known that DIVISOR < ~M-I, it always has a positive arithmetic 

representation, and a simple scheme may be used to perform the division. 

(a) Divide the dividend by 2 by performing a ' ,logical right shift of one 

bit position; remember the value of the bit v,hich is shifted off. 

(b) Perform the normal machine operation of integer division of the posi

tive dividend by the positive divisor. 

(c) Double the resulting quotient and remainder; if the lowest-order divi

dend bit remembered in step (a) was a one, add one to the doubled 

remainder. 

(d) If the nei" remainder is logically greater than or equal to the divisor, 

subtract the divisor from it to give the true remainder and add a 

low-order one to the doubled quotient to give the true quotient. 

This yields a quotient which may occupy a full N bits, and is therefore 

the analogue of the case in multiplication in vThich either one operand is 

knmm ahTays to have a non-negative arithmetic representation, or the divi

dend has only 2N-I significant bits. 

If the divisor has a negative arithmetic representation, a more compli

cated scheme must be used; the method will be described in detail. 
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. Let DIVIDEND = 4X+A, where 

o ~ A ~ 3. 

Similarly, let DIVISOR = 2Y+B, where 

O~B5.l0 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

Thus A is the two low-order bits of the dividend, and B is the low

order bit of the divisor. We will assume that ~M$ DIVISOR ~ M-l. Since 

the largest possible value for ~UOT is M-1, it is clear that the dividend 

must satisfy the inequality 

4X+A ~ (2Y+B)X(M-l) + (2Y+B-l) 

= M(2Y+B) -1, (11) 

which can also be ,,\'iTi tten 

[

,4X

M

+Al J < 2Y+B, 

where the square brackets mean that [Z] is the largest integer contained 

in Z. Thus the division will be improper if the register containing the 

high-order half of the dividend is not logically smaller than the divisor. 

To find ~UOT and REM, use the ordinary operation of integer division 

to compute ~ and R from 

x = ~Y+R, (12) 

where 

9 ~ R ~ Y-l. (13 ) 

Then 

4X+A = (2Y+B)(2~) + (4R+A-2B~). (14) 

By examining the final term in parentheses in equation (14) it is possible 

to make the necessary corrections and obtain the true values of ~UOT and 

REM. To determine the corrections needed, we will examine the difference 

between the tentative quotient 2~ and the true quotient ~UOT. 
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From equations (12) and (13) we find 

x 
Y 

Y-l 

Y 
< x 

Y 

and from equations (9) and (10), 

4X+A . 2Y+B-l $ Q.UOT ~ ~X+A 
2Y+B 2Y+B 2Y"t"n 

Combining these, we have after some algebra that 

, 

(16) 

-2 + 2BX + 2B + Y(4-A) ~ 2Q, _ Q.UOT ~ 1 + 2XB - Y(A+l) (17) 
Y(2Y+B) Y(2Y+B) 

When B = 0, the fact that the bounded quantity is an integer leads directly 

to the inequality 

-1 ~ 2 Q. - Q.UOT ~ 0 (B = 0). (18) 

When B = 1, we can use (11) to obtain a bound for X which allows the 

right side of (17) to be bounded above by 

1+ M 

2Y 

A+l 

2Y , 
and since Y ~ M/4 and (A+l)/2Y > 0, we have finally 

-1 ~ 2Q. - Q.UOT S 2 (B = 1). 

That tpese bounds are the best possible may be seen by considering the 

following examples. 

DIVillEND DIVISOR B 2Q.-Q.UOT 

1 2 lcMtl 1 2 2M - M 2 

M-l ~Mt-l 1 -1 

!j-M ~M 0 0 

M-l lcM 
2 0 -1 

A flow diagram for the overall division process is given in Figure 2. 
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IV. Tests of the Algorithms 

A program was written for an IBM System/360 (Model 50) which tested 

the division algorithm given above • . Random 32-bit fullword integers were 

generated for DIVISOR, QUOT, and REM, subject to the restriction 

REM < DIVISOR.:lhe value for QUOT was then <iivided by 2\ "There k was 

an integer chosen randomly in the interval 0 ~ k ~ 31. The dividend was 

then computed from equation (9), and the division of DIVIDEND by DIVISOR 

begun. The resulting quotient and remainder were compared to the known 

values, and diagnostic information was printed in case of any disagreement. 

Over 18 million separate tests using several different random number gener

ators were made of the division algorithm at a rate of 100,000/minute. The 

bounds on the difference between the true and tentative quotients given 

in equations (18) and (19) were verified, and the algorithm is known to be 

correct. 

V. A System/36o Implementation of the Division Algorithm 

To illustrate the coding of the division scheme on an actual machine, 

a code sequence is given in Figure 3 which will perform the division algor

ithm on an IBM System/360 computer. It contains one additional test not 

shmm in Figure 2: if the divisor has a negative arithmetic representation, 

and DIVIDEND < M (that is, the high-order part of the dividend is zero), 

then the division process may be skipped. Because all System/360 fixed

point addition instructions (as well as the logical "OR"instruction) 

change the condition code [2J, the quantity 4R+A must be computed by 

first forming 4R and testing it for overflm·r, and later adding A, which 

cannot then cause an additional overflow'. 
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